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THE CAUCASIAN SLAVE RACE 

Beautiful Circassians and the 
Hybrid Origin of European Identity 

SARA FIGAL 

Consider the rollowing triangulation around a female figure: 

l. Travd writers of the seventeenth and eighteenth century 
(unreliable, yet widely read) identifY the most beautiful women in 
the world as the "primitive" Georgians and Circassians &om the 
Caucasus mount:lins, additionally noting their high value on the 
Dnoman slave market; J 

2. European mntasies of beautiful captives-often CirClSSians-
languishing in a Sul,an's harem inspire novels, plays, and operas 
during the eighteenth century, even while the fictions reinrorce a 
disapproval of Ottoman "decadence" and the religion of Islam;' 

3. In an era obsessed with origins, German scientists officially dub 
the "white" race of Europeans "Caucasian," citing the superior 
beaury of Georgian and CirClSSian women as proof that the origin 
of white Europeans--and of the human species overall-should 
be located in the Caucasus mountains.) 

With ,hese points as orient:ltion, I would like to examine the figure of the 
fetishized female from the Caucasus, the CirClSSian or Georgian slave, who 
became an unlikely ioon ror racial theorists and their narratives of European 
superiority.' I focus particularly on those literary ,ropes of beaury and 
breeding that were translated by scientific discourse into empirical evidence 
ror theories of human difference. 

163 



164 SARA F1GAL 

The "CauClSian" race was identified and named at the end of the eigh
teenth century by a German scientific community intent on systematically 
explaining human variation fOr the emerging fields of narural history, com
parative anatomy, and physical anthropology. Debates about whether race 
was a "real" category exisdng in narure or a conceptual heuristic for scien
tific thinking circulated among a group of German philosophers and naru
ral scientists thar included Immanuel Kant, Johann Friedrich Blumenbach, 
Georg Fomer, Christoph Meiners, and Johann Gottfried Herder. Scholars 
now generally credit the "invention of race" to this group, although Kant and 
Blumenbach are usually singled out as the most significant contributors.' It is 
true that, in 1795, Blumenbach settled on names fOr five primary races in the 
third edition of his Dt gmtris humani varittau nativa {On the n.rural voriety 
of mankind}, using the term Caucl1Sian fOr the first time {along with Mongo
lian, Ethiopian, Amtrican, and Malay}. Blumenbach also proposed that the 
CauClSian should be considered the "primeval" race, &om which the other 
fOur had developed over time.' So why did he locate the origin of the species 
in the Caucasus mountains? 

This question has been asked several times in recent decades, both in 
the context of the history of science, as with Stephen Jay Gould's revised 
edition of Tht MismtllSUrt of Man (I996), and in the context of whiteness 
studies, as with Bruce Baum's Tht Rist and FaD oftht CaW:l1Sian Raet (2006).' 
Both of these works recognize that the naming of the CauClSian race was a 
response to a tangle of ideas-fOr the most part unscientific-about beauty. 
& David Bindman has noted, Europeans believed that "the peoples beyond 
the eastern border of the Holy Roman Empire-the Circassi.ns and oth
ers-were of exceptional contentment and beaury," a belief that contributed 
to the nineteenth-century underst2nding of an Aryan race.' While investiga
tions of eorly race theories have pursued the long-term consequences of this 
theoretical shift that emphasiz.ed aesthetic superioriry as "n.tural" evidence 
fOr explanations of racial diffi:rentiation, none to date has fully investigated 
what Gould calls the "mental machinery" -in this case, the culrural and liter
ary cat2lysrs--that produced the Caucl1Sian nomenelarure. 

The tale told by late eighteenth-cenrury scientists and philosophers of 
"white" racial identity emphasized a set of attributes that included European 
geography, white skin color, and both cultural and physical superiority. It is 
surprising, then, that the: figure at the center of this constructed narrative of 
origins and heredirary transmission is the beautiful Circassian &om the Cau
casus mountains. European readers of travelogues and novels were familiar 
with this figure: Circassian and Georgian women in particular were celebrated 
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as fair-skinned and dark-eyed, and they were fetishized as the priz.ed posses
sions of Ottoman harems. Beyond lurid European Janwies of the seraglio 
and in the real world of human traffic, Circassian girls were regularly caprured 
by traclers-or sold by parents to traders-who knew they fetched the highest 
prices on the slave market in Const2minople.' While harem stories made fOr 
enterraining reading and postures of cross-cultural outrage, there was little to 
suggest an obvious reinscription of the Circassian beauty as the genealogical 
source of the European ract:. 

From the vantage point of history, considcring how racial theories were: 
translared into arguments fOr Europeon cultural and political hegemony 
throughout the world, this choice fOr the originary body of the CauClSian 
ideal seems prcpostcrous. It locates the gencCiltrix of Caucasian identity at 
home outside of Europe, beyond the bounds of the Holy Roman Empire. 
The Circassians and Georgians. those Caucasians with whom we shall be 
most concerned, lived outside of the community of "civilized" cultures; they 
were described by Europeans as wild and primitive. I. Finally, they existed out
side of orthodox Christendom and were identified by travel writers as animist 
heathens with vestiges of Christian and Muslim in8uence." Their ambiguous 
otherness-their dist2nce from all values ascribed to the superior European 
whire Christian male--are hardly attributes that one would expect to find 
central to a narrative of European racial identity. 

How, then, could such a conceptual move be possible? And not only 
possible, but accept2ble to a scientific community heovily invested in Euro
pean distinctiveness? Postcolonial theorists have advanced dynamic ideas of 
hybridity and creolization as a radical challenge to historically enuenched 
ideols of "authenticity," and, in this light particularly, it is intriguing to rec
ognize that the eighteenth-century construction of the racial "authentic" is 
based at the outset on a circulating set of tales and references involving reli
gious, linguistic, and biological amalgamation. 

"THE HANDSOMEST WOMEN OF THE WORLD": 
BEAUTY AND DESIRE 

Although the women of the Caucasus belonged to a culture that was decid
edly non-European, their beauty was legendary, the sruff of myth and erotic 
funrasy. In Europe during the seventeenth, eighteenth, and even nineteenth 
cenruries, these women-identified interchangeably and imprecisely as Geor
gians or Circassians-were celebrated in texts by German {and French and 
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English and Rwsian) writers, whether in travel litel':lture, anthropological 
treatises, natural history texts, novels, plays, or philosophical essays, as the 
most beautiful human beings in the world." Two works of nonfiction from 
the late seventeenth century illustrate what would become a customary per
spective. The first of these "is Fl':lnl'Ois Bernier's NDUJJtlk division tk fa tl!TTt par 
Ie diJPrtntes apica ou raca qui I'habitmt (New Division of the Earth Accord
ing to the Different Species or Races of Men, 1684), generally regarded as 
the first text in which the tenn me< functioned as a dominant classification 
scheme fur patterns of difference among human peoples. The text is an early 
witness to what would develop and circulate throughout Europe as the leg
endary figure of the "Circassian beauty": 

It cannot be said that the native and aboriginal women of Persia are 
beautiful, but this does not prevent the city of Is&han from being 
filled with an infinity of very handsome women, as well as very hand
some men, in consequence of the great number of handsome slaves 
who are brought there from Georgia and Circassia. The Turks have 
also a great number of very handsome women; ... they have ... 
an immense quantity of slaves who come [0 them from Mingrelia, 
Georgia, and Circassia, where, according to all the l.evantines and all 
the travellers, the handsomest women of the world are to be fuund." 

Bernicr's attention to degrees ofbeaucy characterizing the world's various peo
ples suggests, wimout theorizing or analyzing, that an aesthetic evaluation 
of physiological difference is a meaningful element in the differentiation of 
human groups. The aesthetic quality-containing no small measure of erotic 
appeal, to gauge from his description of fi:male beauties-finds irs supreme 
example in the women of the Caucasus. In this, he is not alone. At about the 
same time, the great travel writer John Chardin described various peoples of 
the Caucasus, reporting this about the Georgians in particular. 

The Complexion of the Georgians is the most beautiful in all the 
East; and I can safi:ly say, That I never saw an iII-favour'd Coun
tenance in all that Country, either of the one or other Sex: but I 
have seen those that have had Angels Faces; Nature having bestow'd 
upon the Women of that Country Graces and Features, which are 
not other where to be seen: So that 'tis impossible to behold 'em 
without falling in Love." 
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Chardin expands on his superlative evaluation of the Georgian women, find
i~g something that transcends the ordinary in their "Angels Faces." This special 
gIft of nature exerts a power on the beholder, whose observation-which, in 
the case of a travel writer like Chardin, aims to be dispassionate-is suddenly 
complicated by a "falling in Love." Lest we attribute this "love" to a pious 
respect fur the angelic, it is well to read on, as Chardin continues that these 
overwhelming beauties "have an extraordinary addiction to the male sex" that 
contributes to the "torrent of uncleanness" marking their culture." His fasci
nadon wavers between two exuemes of female charaaerization: the Georgian 
woman is at once angelic and licentious. inspiring love and demanding sexual 
gratification. She is uuerly irresistible to all who would gaze on her, wielding a 
power that doesn't require actual presence but can be fdt even when mediated 
by Chardin's text. For there is no doubt that readers who were able to "behold 
'em" only through Chardin's descriptions were entl':lnced, and they paid their 
homage by extending textual rribute in citations over the next centuries. 

Chardin's lingering note on the potent seduction of Georgian beauty, 
relatively contained in its tone, is repeatedly cited by later race theorists as 
authoritative justi6cation of these women's preeminence in human racial his. 
tory, producing the "superior" stock of Europeans while also relining vari. 
ous lesser lines with gracious generosity. When we read later ciCltions of this 
seductive beaucy, quoted in otder to validate the iconic stafW of the Geor~ 
gian/Circassian fi:male fur the Caucasian I':lce, we are witnessing both the 
fate of a text and the invention of a biological legacy. For Chardin's text was 
distilled and blended with geogl':lphical, philosophical, popular, and natural 
scientific conceptual systems and writing uaditions in order to produce a 
normative, scienti6c discourse of heritable racial traits. 

In all likelihood, Chardin's text would not have fuund the resonance it 
did-at least in regard to theories of optimal breeding lines in the Caucasll5-
were it not fur myriad other writer.; who echoed his judgment. And it is not 
only in Chardin's text that observations on Circassian and Georgian beauty 
wax to what becomes at times significant digression. Other author.;, too, 
seem to get carried away. disrr;J.cted by their own voluptuous descriptions. As 
an example of the endurance of the legend and the ongoing intetruption of 
erotic distl':lction in an otherwise sober chronicle of travels in faraway lands, 
we might look to a text written in 1793 by the officer, book dealer, and 
sometimes·writer Hermann Henrichs. As the tide makes clear, Henrichs's 
Kuru Gtschichu des Prinun Hmldius. und des g<gmwiirtigm Zustandes von 
Gtorgim (Brief history of Prince Heraclius and the current state of Georgia), 
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presents itself .. a discourse on conditions in Georgia mar would be of use 
to me German reading public. His descriptions of me land, me peoples, and 
me cusroms he encouncers are nOr, for me mose parr, positive: he sets his 
tone early in me book wim a vehemenr condemnarion of me regular sale of 
children by meir parents to me Turks.'· He also observes disparagingly mar 
me Georgians are peculiar among narions insof. .. as mey are nor only igno
ranr, bur proud of meir ignorance. If we are co believe Henrichs, mey are a 
population of drunken, impoverished heamens, wormy only of European 
scorn. When ir comes to me women, however, Henrichs shifrs me mood of 
his reporr drarnarically and oRers me following excursus: 

Ir would be irresponsible ro poss over me !kauries of mis land in 
silence, since it is on meir account mat one knows the name of 
Georgia. Who is unaware mar a mird of me Turkish seraglios are 
comprised of meso lovable children [Jks. fj.bmswiirdig< Kindn-)? 
And among mese, how many f.til to rake me fim place among me 
favorites of me orienral princes? And who can look ar mem, wimout 
being ravished by wonderl-Their form, facial fearures, complexion, 
and me regulariry of meir limbs consriruce in narure whar me cre
ative genius of me arrise shows us .. an ideal.-Whar girl can show a 
more beauriful foor and migh? Where does one see a more majesric 
gair and a more slender buildl An arm so full and round, and such 
a beauriful handl Long black hair falls againsr a blindingly white 
neck, and its beaury alone would be sufficienr to drive a fiery youm 
to distraction befOre me large, fiery, black eyes enslaved him utterly. 17 

Henrichs, who has seen meso "Beauries" himself. ossures us mar ro see mem 
is to be ravished. Like Chardin, his narrarion attests ro a loss of control in 
the viewing moment. As observer cum writer, he is compelled in the end to 
describe not merely me beaury he h .. seen, bur me eRects of mis beaury on 
himself. In an encounrer mar otherwise should be read .. an "orientalizing" 
accounr of a European traveler mrough easeern lands, wim all of me power
imbalance weighred in his favor, Henrichs acknowledges me viewer's possive 
sra<us. In an encouncer wim a woman in the Caucasus, a (European) traveler 
h .. no choice bur ro fall in love; he h:u no control over himself ar me moment 
oflooking and so is ravished by wonder. The Georgian, in mis case, enslaves 
me man who desires her. 

The reader of such texts is not present to experience me sight of such 
beaury. Instead, his wonder, if it is evoked, can be only me resulr of me 
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reading experience. Henrichs's text seems designed to caralyu a response 
mat is more man simple undersranding. Had he been content wim limit
ing his remarks to an objecrive sratement of praise or relerence ro the uni
versal acclaim described in the first sentence of me cited possage, his praise 
would have been appropriate enough fOr his choice of genre-me infOrma
rive report. Inseead, Henrichs fOllows his gesture of acknowledgment toward 
me legendary "Beauries" with uncharacteriseic textual excess; unable to mark 
me full stOp of his own impressions, he makes a synractic shift and excends 
his thought with a series of patticulars marked by em d .. h separarions. These 
extensions, or suggestions of something morro operate as a telescoping inter
polation. Each em dash initiares a tighrer fOcus of the rexrual description on 
me women, moving from meir general appeal, ro me variery of attributes mat 
are praisewonhy (form, facial fearures, complexion, etc.), to panicular body 
pans (foot, migh, arm, hand) and finally to me specifics of hair (long, black, 
falling down me neck) and eyes (large, fiery, black) mat are described in terms 
of me effect mey have on men: rhey overwhelm and enslave. This metorical 
progression is a technique often employed by pornographic writing (coming 
into its own .. a genre in the late eighteenm cenrury). which rypically moves 
from a general scenario to me lOcus on single (and interchangeable) body 
parts, and culminates in a description of the experience of succumbing to 
(orgasmic) pleasure. 

EROTIC COMMODmES OF TRADE: 
THE CIRCULATION OF CIRCASSIAN WOMEN 

The erotic effect of "beaury" anributed to me women of me Caucasus is 
clearly a titillating pleasure fOr Henrichs. as it is fOr Chardin and Bernier. 
Such descriptions cerrainly left meir mark on subsequent readers, who nans
mined and amplified me legendary promises of pleasure mrough cenruries 
of echo and ciration. We do well. however. to remember mat mese women 
were nor merely objects of fantasy or erotic commodities in a metaphorical 
sense. Circassian females were. in fact. me most highly prized and highly reg
ulated objects of me Ottoman slave trade. Circassians were acquired regularly 
mtough raids. mrough tributes paid to me Ottomans, and mrough me regu
lar sale of children by parents. This w:u well known to eighteenm-cenrury 
Europeans: in a discussion of inoculation practices in East and West. Voltaire 
discussed me Circassian identification of daughcers .. a "chief commodiry 
of trade" quire formrightly. remarking mat "mey supply me beauties for me 
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harems of the Grand Pasha. the Grand Sophi ofPetSia. and of those wealthy 
enough to buy and maintain such pteclous merchandise." II And. while Fran
""is Bernier noted one hundred yeatS earlier that "Christians and Jews "'" 
not allowed to buy a Circassian slave at Constantinople. They are reserved fOr 
the Turks alone,"" the acquisition of Circassian slaves by traveling Europeans 
was by no means unheard ofin the eighteenth century. An example. famous 
in her day. was Charlotte IUss~ (1694-1733). a Circassian purchased at the 
age of fOur fTom a slave market by Charles de Ferriol. the French Ambas
sador to Constantinople. She is unusual insofar as she was raised in elevated 
social circles. provided inspiration fOr the Ab~ Pwo,,'s somewhat scandal
ous roman Ii <14 entitled Histoirt dun. Grt<lJw modernt (History of a mod
ern Greek. 1740). and functioned as an icon of virrue in the nce of French 
decadence when her posthumous biography was published. An un .... il.ble 
testimony to her cultural status is the interest shown in her by Voltaire. who 
edited her lettetS .fter her death. An anonymous biographical sketch was 
transl.ted into German and published in 1809 in August von Kotzebue's 
journal Dit Bim. under the tide. "Die kleine Sklavin. eine wahre Geschichte" 
(The little sl.ve •• true story).'" M.demolselle IUssts vlrru~and her point of 
fascination-lay in the nct that. while desired by all men (she was. after all. 
a Circassian). she resisted (almost) all of their .ttentions. Although her life 
was in no way typical. in one respect it reinfOrces a pattern: both biographical 
and fictionalized representations of IU~ circle around her Circassian ori
gins. her "rescue" fTom a harem fate. and her irresistible beaury with as much 
lurid interest as if she had become the seraglio concubine she once seemed 
destined to be. 

Western fascination with the eroticized Circassian continued: in 1856. 
the NtW York Daily TIm" printed an article (reprinted from the london Post) 
reponing a glut on the slave market in Constantinople as a consequence 
of the Russian conquest of pans of the Caucasus. "Formerly a Circassian 
slave girl was preny sure of being bought into a good family. where not only 
good treatment. but often rank and fOrrune awaited her; but at present low 
rates she may be taken by any huxter who never thought of keeping a slave 
befOre."" The reputation of Circassian beaury. conjoined with the desire to 
purchase and profit fTom ir. prompted P. T. Barnum's attempt to buy. via 
proxy. a Circassian slave girl fTom Constantinople fOr his American Museum 
of curiosities." Afrer his attempt failed. he instead employed local talent with 
an exotic pseudonym. promoting her as "the purest example of the white 
race." Barnum's conversion of the legendary "Circ:assian Beauty" into an exhi .. 
bition freak fOr U.S. urban viewetS is the subject of Linda Frost's analysis. 
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which fOcuses on the complex layering of racial ideas and gender norms dur
ing a period of social upheaval in the United States." For our curtent interest. 
it suffices to emphasize that. in each of these various instances across more 
than a «nrury. the Circassian woman functions as a signifier ror an eroticized 
exoticism: one th.t could be purchased .nd circulated. and one that h.d cur
rency in the Parisian salons and Gattingen scientific societies as weU as in 
the sensational enrertainment venues of lower Manhattan. across nations and 
languages and rime. l • 

It does not rake much analysis to place the eroticized harem beaury 
within well-known critiques of Western "Orientalism," as the figure evoked 
notions of a decadent and despotic. if sensually appealing. East and affirming 
the West's position of moral superiority. How. then-to return to the Initial 
question of this essay-could such ~ figure intersect meaningfully with the 
theorcrical composition of the European (Caucasian) race? What arc the 
cognitive conditions underlying European narratives of race that promote the 
Circassian woman as the symbolic mother of white European srock. when at 
the same time she is in reality a female harem slave, a convened Muslim. me 
mother of hybrid lines? This cenainly runs counter to what Renato Mazwlini 
calls in this volume "a European somatic identiry," noting correctly that--at 
least consciously-it was explicidy one "in which whiteness was equated with 
freedom and blackness with slavery."" In what ways do erotic fantasies and 
racial theories intersect in me European imagination ofheredirary origins and 
sdf-fashioning? 

CROSSBREEDINGS: IMPROVING BLOOD AND BEAUlY 

Let us rerum to Chardin. who speculated on the consequences of Cauca
sian enticement and advanced a theory. which united physical beaury and 
(reproductive) sex. He did this in a description of a less-beautiful people. 
the Persians. by recounting their attempt to improve their physical condition 
through crossbreeding. "The Persian Blood," Chardin explains. "is narurally 
thick; it may be seen in the Goebres, who are me remainder of me ancient 
Persians; they are homely. ill shap·d. dull. and have a rough Skin. and an Olive 
Complexion."'" The presumption that visible traits "'" a manifestation (at 
least in p.n) of. p.nicular quality of blood-in this case. "narurally thick"
is an expression of common belief rather than the product of scientific dem
onstration. As an entrenched fOlk belief. the blood as a repository of traits as 
well as rheir vehicle of transmission required neicher explanation nor defense. 
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It is likewise both unproblematic and self-evident to Chardin that a mixing 
of the blood of two distinct peoples produces a visible sign of that mixture on 
the body of the offspring. Thus. he maintains that while the original Persian 
stock is extremely ungainly. certain subgroups have improved their collec
tive beauty through a century of consistent and deliberate interbreeding with 
Georgian or Circassian women: 

In the other Pans of the Kingdom. the Persian Blood is now grown 
clearer. by the mixture of the Georgian and Circassian Blood. which 
is certainly the People of the World. which Nature favours most. 
both upon the Account of the Shape and Complexion. and of the 
Boldness and Courage; they are likewise Sprighdy. Cnurdy. and 
Amorous.Z7 

Writing a century befure scientists were prepared to attempt a systematic 
theory of hereditary traits and racial types. Chardin simply presumes as com
mon knowledge that physical characteristics unique to a particular people 
are rransmitted-and transmuted-through patterns of reproduction. There 
is nothing in his tone to suggest that he is proposing anything surprising 
when he observed that an "ugly" people may be made more lovely by a steady 
infusion of fureign "blood." One noteworthy detail in Chardin's account. 
nonetheless. is the valence of the term clear. Wbile in subsequent race theory. 
descriptive words like ckar and purr: come to designate racial lines that are not 
"contaminated" or "muddied" or "mixed" with other types generally consid
ered inferior. Chardin uses clear as a positive sign of the results of crossbreed
ing. We might associate clarification here with the removal of. rather than the 
preservation of. ethnic or "racial" particularities: clearer blood fur Chardin 
manifests itself through bodies that. through a process of mixing and refining. 
are less ethnically singular and thus more beautiful. 

At the same time, however, the Georgian and Ciccassian women remain 
a kind of standard. an ideal type toward which other groups may breed (shed
ding the marks of their thicker blood and uglier bodies). but which itself 
never seems to deviate from iu aesthetic norms. Somehow, the Georgians 
and Circassians are unaffected by the mixing; they are donors only. The pos
sibility of maintaining this imbalance must be ·credited" to the slave trade. 
whereby innumerable girls were raken and circulated as breeding stock. while 
sufficient "originals" remained in their primitive isolation in me Caucasus to 
mainain a critical mass of suppliers. 
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The ways in which Chardin's hierarchy of clear blood and physical beauty 
imersects with social rank and power in the Persian world is revealing of a 
critical asymmetry in the gender dynamics of this theory of breeding. Char
din observes that the elite and powerful men of Persia are nearly all the prod
uct of a Persian father and a mother !Tom the Caucasus: 

There is scarce a Gentleman in Persia, whose Mother is not a Geor
gian, or a Circassian Woman; to begin with the King, who com
monly is a Georgian, or a Circassian by the Mother's side; and 
whereas. that mixture begun above a hundred Years ago. the Female 
kind is grown fairer. as well as the other. and the Persian Women are 
now very handsome. and very well shap·d. tho' they are still inferior 
to the Georgians: As to the Men. they are commonly Tall. Straight. 
Ruddy. Vigorous. have a good Air. and a pleasant Countenance.'" 

The beauriful women !Tom the Caucasus appear by such account to be lirue 
more than a priICd breeding stock selected to improve the appearance of the 
powerful male lines in Persia. Indeed. Chardin declares. "had it nor been fur 
the Alliance before mention·d. the Nobility of Persia had been the ugliest Men 
in the World." Without Circassian mothers. they would have been ugly. but 
their Persian fathers would still have guaranteed their statuS as the nobility 
of Persia. Beauty or lack thereof does not affi,ct their statuS in the world. By 
contrast, [he Georgian and Circassian women who possess a coveted beaury 
but nothing else have no social signature of their own; they are represented 
simply as a commodity for sexual pleasure and optimiICd reproduction. 

In intriguing ways. the idealized view of Circassian beauty and the lurid 
fantasies of harem slave girls are buried in the fuund.tions of European iden
tity by physical anthropologists. racial theorists. traveling "ethnographers: 
and proponents of a "medical police" intent on bringing eighteenth-cenrury 
dreams of perfi:ctibility to bear on the human species. Ir is they who build on 
Chardin's shift in focus from erotic fantasy to sexual reproduction and who 
cire the breeding value of the Circassian beauty as a factor in the physical 
quality of various peoples. 

INVENTING THE CAUCASIANS 

A crucial part of this stoty involves the history of racial classification. which 
was initially codified around the end of the eighteenth century. European 
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scientists posited a system of racial identity that generally explained the cur
rent state of each group as the product of two fOrces: a process of degenera
tion and separation from a (no longer ClCtant} original stock. and a process of 
at least potential development-ideally. improvement-<>fboth cultural and 
physical attribures. along paths distinctly different fOr each race. 

It is important to keep in mind that the Caucasus Mountains were and 
still are a highly fraught dividing line between Asia and Europe: territories in 
Caucasia are variably considered to be in one or both continentS. Through
out histoty. the region has been less a bordet than a blending 'Wne between 
Christian Europe and Muslim Asia. Further. the Caucasus is and was one 
of the most linguistically and culturally diverse regions on earth. Jean Char
din remarked while traveling through Georgia. "You shall meet here in this 
Countty with Armenians. Greeks. Jews. Tutks. Petsians. Indians. Tartars. Jus
covitcs and Europe:ansi and the Armenians are so numerous, that they exceed 
the Georgians."" It would seem that. with the designation Caucmian. the 
origins of the European were not so European after all. 

Histotians of racialist thinking have devoted much energy and insight 
into the eighteenth and nineteenth-centuty Europeans' insistent differen
tiation of "self" from Africans, South Americans, and Native Americans, all 
variously described as slaves. heathens. and prilt1itives. I would like now to 
contrast this with what would. on the surf:.ce. seem to be an opposite ges
ture--namely. the Europeans' identification with Caucasians. except that 
they are also described as slaves. heathens. and primitives. The original Euro
pean. if we follow the logic of racialist thinking. was not actually European. 
but was instead an indistinct figure from the liminal 'Wne of the Caucasus. 
with itS Babel oflanguages. ethnic loyalties. and cultural practices. In a racial 
system predicated on the idea of gradual degeneration from a Stamm (stem). 
it was not the Europeans but the people of the Caucasus-with contested and 
shifting national boundaries. trapped between Russia and the Orient. traded 
throughout the Ottoman empire and beyond-who are theotized and writ
[en about as being "closest" to the Urstamm (original stem). According to the 
logic of racial taXonomy. which moved from "otigin" to "most Rawed" (e.g., 
the African and the American races), it was actually this unbounded. non
Western. non-European. non-Christian group of people who were identified 
as the superior human stock. It was not the Europeans per se but the people 
of the Caucasus who were identified in the eighteenth centuty as the source-
a hybrid hereditaty sourc<-<>f the newly racialized European present. 

Vanessa Agnew repeats what has come to be a truism when she asserts 
that. "for all eighteenth-centuty theoristS race was an oppositional category: 
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the European was the yardstick against which others were compared and con
trasted."" It is all the more startling. then. to realizc that. in the conceprual 
soup that produced the racial schematization of the Caucasian, the European 
"yardstick" does not apply. Instead. we are foreed to make sense of the fact 
that the Caucasian is one of the least sable--and least investigated-of the 
identity categories produced at the end of the eighteenth ""nrury. Rather 
than marking a fixed identity, Caucmian is better described by Homi Bhab
ha's meaphor of a "third space," a discursive condition in which signs and 
symbols of culture .remain in Rux, continually subject to translation." This 
Rux is evident from the initial location of European racial identity within 
this unstable territory. A angle of Justifications include biblical tradition, 
historical geography, and conclusions drawn from the physical beauty of the 
inhabitantS themselves, especially the women. and their capacity to transmit 
this beauty through reproductive lines. 

The label Caucasian is first used by Christoph Meiners, the professor of 
W.ltw<ishdt at the University of Gortingen. for his separation of the human 
kind into two races-the Caucasian and Mongolian. For his Grundri./f tin 
Gachichu tin Mtnschhtit (Sketch for a histoty of mankind, 1786) historical 
narratives drawn from the Bible, classical mythology. and folklore sufficed 
as valid grounds for his division." Meiners drew on a conceprual residue 
of old beliefs in the population of the earth by Noah's three sons. While 
many mocked a persistent tendency to read the Bible historically. the idea 
of the Ark's landing in the Caucasus was still generally accepted as valid. The 
region of the Caucasus was further enriched with itS mythological history: 
Prometheus had been chained to a rock in the Caucasus; Jason found the 
Golden Fleece and met Medea in the Caucasus; and Greek culture generally 
pointed to the region's central role in early human history." 

Meiners found that, at this phase of his theorizing. he only needed two 
primary categories-the Caucasian and the Mongolian. By the time he pub
lished a second. "very much improved" edition of the Skttch in 1793, he 
innoducc:d his revisions with the announcement of new racial designations. 
Instead of geographically oriented terms. Meiners settled on descriptive 
names. Thus the .. "" he had originally identified as Caucasian should be 
known simply as the "white and beautiful," and the Mongolian was renamed 
"dark-skinned and ugly."" Meiners did proceed in voluminous larer writings 
to subdivide his ra""', a rask that included the division of Europeans into 
an elaborate hierarchy, elevating me German "nation" over "ugly, effeminate 
Latin ra"",."" But as long as Meiners treated the "beautiful" Europeans as a 
collective, he justi6ed their identification with the Caucasus thus: "Almost 
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all of the Sagas. and the history of the most ancient peoples indicate that the 
Caucasus and the planes that nretclt south from the Caucasus are the cradle 
of at least half of the human species."" 

Beyond myth and legend. however. the location of racial origins in the 
Caucasus was jUstified by the beaury of body transmitted through genera
tions by its inhabitants. Meiners noted further on the Caucasian race: "This 
line is no longer entirely pure and unmixed in the Caucasus; nonetheless, 
the Caucasian peoples. and particularly the women. are the most beautiful 
in all of Asia.")1 In his first edition. Meiners declared they were the most 
beautiful in all the world; by 1793. he was ready to sepatate the white race 
into Asiatic and Celtic subdivisions." Nonetheless. Meiners repeats both of 
these points-that the Caucasians. and patticularly the Circassians and Geor
gians. produced supremely beautiful women. and that the Caucasian peoples 
were no longer as "pure" as they once were-in various writings over many 
years. In 1788. he translated and printed an anonymous Frenclt article for his 
own Giittingischts historUcha Magazin entitled "On the Peoples of the Cau
casus," whiclt stressed that. while the region was now suclt a mix of religions. 
customs. and languages that the particular origin (UrrpruntJ of eaclt people 
was impossible to distinguish. "the Georgians alone ate an exception: they 
have remained unmixed (unvmnischt). and we thus know them still today 
as a unique people." This exemplary-"unmixed" -people is celebrated fur
ther as independent. the leaders are regarded as regional protectors. and the 
Georgians-while themselves unmixed-are the Volks-Stiimmt or the genea
'Iogical source of their neighbors." In yet another essay. he declares unequivo
cally that "the blood of the Georgians is the most beautiful in the Orient. 
and I might well say in the entire world."'· The Circassians. noted Meiners 
In another essay. are distinguishable by such a blossoming beaury that one 
must ask why such a blessed people never produced "a genuinely enlightened 
nation" on their own soil:" 

Meiners's ambivalent perspective reveals a gradual shift in his thinking 
that redirected European racial associations away from the Caucasus and 
toward blonde and blue-eyed Celts-a shift embraced and developed by later 
nineteenth-cenrury raciologists. William Ripley's Lowell lectUres at Colum
bia University in 1896. reassembled into book form in 1899. are heir to this 
legacy: 

Byzantine harem tales of Circassian beaury have not f.ailed to influ
ence opinion upon the subject of European origins. Not even the 
cltarm of mystery remains in support of a Caucasian race theory 
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today. In the present sate of our knowledge. it is therefOre difficult 
to excuse the statement of a recent authority, who still persists in 
the title Homo Caurasi= as applied to the peoples of Europe. It is 
not true that any of these Caucasians are even "somewhat typical." 
As a /act. they could never be typical of anything. The narne covers 
nearly every physical type and /amily of language of the Eur-Asian 
continent. except. as we have said. that blond. tall. "Aryan" -speaking 
one to which the name has been specifically applied. It is all /3Ise; 
not only improbable. but absurd. The Caucasus is not a cradie--it is 
rather a grave-of peoples. oflanguages. of customs. and of physical 
types. Let us be assured of that point at the outset." 

The indignation with whiclt Ripley attacked the implication of Caucasian 
origins for Europeans attests not only to the vicious tone of the ~ism" 
mat dominated race discourse in me 18905, but also to the resilience of the 
earlier theories of Circassian beaury and European lineage that were written 
into me earliest definitions of "race" as a scientific category. 

Ninetecnthpcenrury attempts [0 disentangle the construction of the 
European ITom the Caucasus were not limited to arguments about physical 
type or cultural praCtice. Hegel. in his Encyrlopatdia of tht Philo,ophiral Sd
mw of 1830. praised the capaciry of the Caucasian race-and no other-to 
create world history. but stressed the IUll0wing condition: "In this. however. 
we have to distinguish two sides. the Western Asiatics and the Europeans; 
this distinction now coincides with that of Mohammedans and Christians.no 

The gesture here occludes the hybrid origin of the Caucasian. in part byover
simplifYing the peoples grouped within the racial designation as clearly either 
Christian or Muslim. The particulars that comprise the original argument 
for "Caucasian" idendty are retracted to the degree that the "Caucasian" no 
longer has ties to the person from the Caucasus; nevertheless. the term-with 
all ofits ecltoes--remained inact. 

But back to our defining momcnt-thelate eighteenth century. Meiners's 
ambivalence notwithsanding. most of his contemporaries at the end of the 
eighteenth century continued to refer to Caucasian beaury as evidence of how 
deserving Caucasian women were of preeminence in human racial history, 
and they referred regularly to the ongoing value of what we might underst3Dd 
in eugenic terms as reproductive improvement of entire peoples when bred 
with beautiful Circassians. Although Meiners had introduced C",,,,asum as 
a term of racial classification in his early writings. the official designation of 
the white European race as Caurasian is historically ascribed to Blumenbach. 
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Blumenbach's first book, a widely read teXt on human difference entitled, 
Ob.,. J;t natiirlichm Vmchktknhdtm im Mmschmgachkchtt (On the natural 
variety of mankind), initially proposed four major races when it appeated in 
dissertation form in 1775; he adjusted the number to five by the time the 
book was reissued in 1781 and refined his nomenclature when he signifi
cantly revised the text for printing again ,in 1795." Only in this version did 
he introduce the term Caucasian. On Iht naturrl/ varitty of mankind reOeets a 
conremporary reliance on "evidence," compiled from geographical and ethno
cultural descriptions provided by the plethora of travel narratives published 
during the century, as skin color, hair texture, and skeletal (primarily cranial) 
difference; the later edition incorporates these observations with theories of 
natural teleological development. After decades of writing on the subject of 
human variety, why would Blumenbach adopt the term Caucasian in 17951 
Skeptical of Meiners's methods and sweeping claims about non-European 
cultures, he did not cite Meiners as a source for this new terminology.'" As 
Bruce Baum interprets the debt, Blumenbach "worked to distance his own 
anthropological thinking from that of Meiners while recovering the term 
Caucasian for his own more refined racial classification."" In his previous 
writings on racial divisions, Blumenbach used designations such as EUITJ/"an 
and Whitt. He justified his introduction of Caucasian to the nomenclature 
by pointing out that the area around Mount Caucasus "produces the moSt 
beautiful race of men, I mean the Georgian."" 

This superior beauty, by sheer force of assertion and repetition, was thus 
rhetorically shifted from the realm of opinion and put to work as a /2ct that 
functioned as evidence and illustration of numerous conceptual offshoots of 
racial theorizing, including Caucasian identity. For example, when arguing 
that the "racial /2ce" was, in instances of mixed-race breeding, a composite, 
Blumenbach offered as a typical example the blending of what he took to be 
extremes: 

These kinds of racial /2ce, just like the colour of the skin, become 
mingled and as it were run together in the offspring from the unions 
of different varieties of mankind, so that the children present a 
countenance which is a mean between either parent. Hence . .. [he 
offspring of the Nogay Tartars is rendered more beautiful through 
unions with the Georgians." 

Blumenbach's example underscores a conceprual arc of species-description 
that is anchored on one end by an extremity identified with ugliness and 
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the Nogay Tartars and, on the other end, by an extremity identified with 
beauty and the Georgians. In each case, a particular people is named in order 
to clarifY and embody the concept that Blumenbach is working out via his 
scientific theories and aesthetic evaluations, as if the ugliness of the Tartars 
and the beauty of the Georgians were indisputable and dispassionately cited 
/2as rather than culturally relative judgments. Lavater, in his Physiognomischt 
Fragmrntt (1775-1778), demonstrates the degree to which the Circassians 
(and the Tartars) functioned syncchdocally when he said of the high degree 
of variation among African peoples that "they also have their Tartars and 
their Circassians," demarking thereby the dramatic range from ugliness to 
uncontested beaU(f."9 

Blumenbach made a similar conceprual move when constructing evi
dence to argue that all human races belong to one species based on their abil
ity to produce /ertile offspring together. He wrote: "This definition of species 
may be conveniently illustrated ( ... J. Take ... a man and a woman most 
widely different from each other; let the one be a most beautiful Circassian 
woman and the other an African born in Guinea, as black and ugly as possible 
( .. . J."" Their progeny, Blumenbach assures us, by definition, testifies to the 
species identity of both parents, and also demonstrates a blending of extreme 
traits. Beyond the species argument, which is Blumenbach's focus in this seg
ment of text, his example betrays the /2ct that ·ugliness" docs not require 
a fixed point; ugliness, even at its extremity, may be exemplified by Nogay 
Tartars or by Afticans from Guinea. However, the apex of human beauty 
remains the female of the Caucasus throughout his writings. Not only 'do 
these women embody an aesthetic ideal (which Blumenbach acknowledges is 
a conStruct of European bias), they are also valuable to the species insoru as 
such Circassian and Georgian /emales may be used to "improve" less beauti
ful peoples. 

PROTO-EUGENICS, EXOTIC DESIRE, AND WHITE WOMEN 

The identification of Circassians as exemplaty breeding stock is present in 
• range of eighteenth-century texts that seized on one of the era's moSt per
sistent prcoccupadons, namdy. me improvement of the human, be it as an 
individual or as a collective people, racc, or species, In musing on the physical 
and moral improvement of human kind at mid-century, the French physician 
and hygienic theorist Charles Augustin Vandermonde attributed the culrural 
flourishing of great cities to their hybrid populations. Specifically, he praised 
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Turkey as one of the gre,nest states in the world and he IOcused on its "beauti
ful blood." This. Yandermonde stressed. was the admixture of many IOreign 
peoples over many centuries. but he laid special emphasis on the "prodigious 
quanti<y of Georgian. Mingrelian. and Circassian slaves," who bequeathed 
their beau<y to the Turkish stock." The lessons rendered by such observa· 
lions focused on the gains that would accrue 10 the human species if breeding 
practices were regulated and various human kinds mixed to optimal effect." 

Following Yandermonde's nascent "biopolitics," we find a more devel
oped system of proto.eugenics in the work ofJohann Peter Frank. the German 
physician. professor. and advocale of hygienic social policy. He pioneered the 
field of "medical police," a branch of Po~nschaft that fOcused on issues 
of public health. and he contributed to the field the enormously inOuen
tial. multivolume treatise. the Systtm tiner vollstiindigtn mtdicinuchtn Polizty 
(A complete system of medical police. 1779-1827). Frank developed and 
advocated legally regulated breeding policies. lOr which he drew on available 
knowledge of heredita<y transmission. theoties of racial degeneration. and 
theories of disease transmission." Although his eugenic program appears. by 
twen<y-first-centu<y standards. to be both oppressive and predictable in its 
curtailing of reproductive rights to people deemed congenitally "unhealthy" 
(including those displaying nonstandard IOrm. stature. mental abili<y). Frank 
was remarkably unconventional in his presentation of intermarriage among 
different peoples or "races."" Unlike the majori<y of nineteenth-century 
thinkers who would IOlIow him. Frank theorized interracial desire as both 
natural and as beneficial 10 the species. Inlerbreeding was beneficial insof3r 
as it brought a "balance" to the color. stature. features. and general health of 
the progeny. and helped to rid the species of genetic weaknesses that resulted 
from inbreeding. Interracial desire was natural. Frank argued. simply because 
men desire "different" or "exotic" women. His examples focused on "mixed 
marriages" between Europeans (Caucasians) and Mongols. Frank states that 
European men wished to marry Mongol girls because. in his words. Ihey 
are "hot-blooded." Conversely. wealthy Mongol men wished to marry Rus
sian (Caucasian. Georgian) girls from poor f.unilies because of their supetior 
beau<y. In each case. women are identified as the object of male sexual desire. 
whereas men offer women increased social, racial, or financial starus. 

Frank theorizes this erotic desire specifically as a sign of an instinctive 
inclination toward hygienic health. In the example of European men marry
ing Mongol women. Frank identifies a "natural" desire lOr the racially exotic 
other. This attraedon berween different ethnic peoples results In strong and 
panicularly beautiful progeny (provided that' civic institutions and social 
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customs allow such unions). There is al work here an anticipation of sexual 
selection theory, in the insinuation of a universal male sexual desire for a 
beau<y in women that specifically balances a man's racial traits in the produc
tion of progeny. Frank's f3vored example returns us to the legendary Cauca
sian female-both to her uncontesled beau<y and to her slave status--as he 
reports how "the half-tan", Persian mitigates his natural ugliness through 
mixing his blood with that of the beautiful slave-girl from TeOis [Georgia)."" 

This identification of a shrewd use of Georgian or Circassian stock by 
various ·uglier" peoples tropes the female from the Caucasus as the ultimate 
medium for racial assimilation. In many such references (0 beaudful women 
and their capaci<y to improve other stock. we mighr identifY a colonial f.tnrasy 
carried out through reproduedve assimilation. Women are offered up to the 
"ugly" (and inevitably darker) men of other races; in the case of the Ottomans 
(as wilh the seraglio fiedons and comments on Persian stock). the other "race" 
may well be a military and cultural threat. In such a case. the improvement of 
the darker kind through Caucasian blond might well function as a biological 
conquering through racial "improvement." Logic would suggest that if every
one were to mate with a Caucasian woman, then all peoples would become 
more beautiful. more nearly European. This scenario. however. would require 
an endless supply of Georgian and Circassian women, an endless source of 
new Origins. an endlessly pure maremalline. 

The story of the justi6cation lOr Caucasian as an identifYing term lOr 
the European race is just that: a story told and retold through a plethora of 
texlual variations. These variations produced and occluded multiple displace
ments. Feliciry Nussbaum. discussing representations of female subjectivi<y 
in eightecnth-century Britain. argues that "women's empowerment in this 
period whether ie derives from beau<y's empire. linguistic skill. or political 
and milirary victory. is deeply bonded to defect and defOrmi<y.""lf we accepl 
this premise as holding generally true fOr European cultures suspicious of 
female accomplishment. we might well read an obverse proposition in the 
European idealization of the Circassian woman. Insof.tr as she is celebrated 
precisely as someone without land or language or religion of her own. either 
as a primitive or as a slave without personal freedom. she: is the opposite of 
the "deformed" individualistic European woman. Instead. she embodies the 
site of two ideals simultaneously. the liemale (both erotic and reproductive) 
and the racial. Nussbaum has argued funher that. at the end of the eighteenth 
century. ·white women's sexuali<y becomes the carefully goarded line between 
the infected and un infected spaces of racial and cultural contagion."" Her 
argument holds as long as the category of "white woman" is restricted to 
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Europe. When we consider how rhe woman /Tom rhe Caucuus becomes rhe 
ideal white woman. whose body is physical proof of rhe Eut!)peaR connection 
to a lost. original human ideal type. rhe story is f.tr more complicated. In the 
ease of rhe "Circassian beaury," rhe enslaved sexuali<y of rhe white woman 
(rhe embodied evidence of CauclISian idenri<y) becomes rhe liminal space of 
conragion. rhe site ofinfecrion and transmission and puriry all at once. 
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